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the
19

of instalments and
with interest after at the rate oL__un___
per annum. The final instalment hereunder

shall the amount of the balance due.
This instrument evidences a of instalments

the amount of certain instalment
been under and

19___,
_. . __ _. _ .... and payee

document payee as contract
the terms and conditions of \vhìchfied this of
and effect with to the within

restored after
dated '

said

as modi-
remain in full force

Witnesses:
Name ..... ______ n_ _ _ ...__ ___ _ _ _ _.._. .....

Address.._... __..._. .... .___
(Customer's

N ame____

( Offcial
Address

In consideration of the X rearranging payments
under the described on the reverse the un-does of all amounts set
forth on the side of this the
balance in case of the acceleration of the instal-
ments as therein and if default be made
in any to pay the full amount then unpaid
to the X upon demand. The liabilty of the under-

shall not be affected any
settlement or variation of terms effected
the purchaser or any other person interested

of law or otherwise. Notice of of thisnotice of and notices of
amount of indebtedness at any de-
mand and for foreclosure and posses-
sory remedies are waived.

Endorser
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The purpose and use of the refund
ment is not stated; the instrumentthat it a of
ing the amount of certain instalment

been made."

in this instni-

includ-
restored after

The of the Retail Instalment Sales
are: Section 1a Burns' 1933 ) ,

sale includes every contract to sell
in which the cash of is not over

and may be in instalments and in which the seller takes
or retains a interest in the goods. Section 2

Burns' 1933 such sales must be evi-
denced an instrument in certain
fied items. Section 3 Burns' 1933 ) pro-
vides that the written instrument Section 2 may
evidence a conditional sale. Section 11 Burns'
1933 Supp.) that persons who retail instal-
ment contracts from the retail seller must be licensed.

I am of the opinion that as evidenced the
above is not within the Retail Instalment Sales
Act for the reasons:

(1) Section 7 58-907, Burns' 1933 of the
Act that no ret.'lIl instalment contract "shall evidence
any indebtedness in excess of the time balance in com-
pliance with Item of Section 4 of this * * *"
time balance (the total balance due on the contract after
making the down payment and including finance and

, of course, is fixed in the instalment sales
contract. It follows then when an additional sum is
added under the renewal refund instal-

the contract does evidence indebtedness in excess

as well as in addition to, the time fixed. To
say that the new time is no than the

the fact when the
upon the contract
he not has
but has also

upon the purpose of the refund under

If this were there
number of refunds a

sales contract

has
the renewal

a car as per the

or money,

the renewal refund

seems to be no limit to the
one
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thus use that contract as for the of, not
an but any number of other chattels. That,

I is a direct violation of, not the but the
letter of the Act.

The refund transaction itself is not a retail instalment
sale. Section 2 of the it be remembered, requires
certain to be set forth in the instrument evi-

a sale. Section 3 that that instrument may
evidence a Conditional Sale contract. The clearupon of those two is if the
device is not a conditional sale there must be a sepa-
rate instrument it. A eonditional sale contract is
defined our statute 58-801 Burns' 1933 as:

contract for the sale of

is delivered to the

in the is to vest in at a sub-
time upon the payment of part or all of the

or upon the of any other condition
or the of any contingency; or (2) any
contract for the bailment or leasing of which
the bailee or lessee contracts to pay as compensationa sum to the of the

and which it is that the bailee or
lessee is bound to or has the option of becom-

the owner of such upon full compliance with
the terms of the contract."

" )
which

See also the Case of Stroup v.
at page 544:

Admr., 106 Ind.

fer of

become
case of a

"In the distinction between a chattel mort-
gage and a sale the rule has been announced
as follows: 'The difference is that a mortgage is afor a while a is a trans-

for a or to be paid, to
on a particular event. . . . In the

sale no title vests in the
but his tite rests upon the of

the in the while in the
case of a common-law mortgage the title at once

to the to be on the per-
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formance of an express condition
Jur. 721.)"

If it be assumed the refund is- for the of acces-
sories, or other goods, the refund security device itself cannot
be a conditional sale for the obvious reason that no sale of
g'oods is mentioned. May this security devIcs then be treated
as a chattel or other lien? If it Sections 2 ánd 4
of the Act are violated in that the information

those sections is not furnished. Further,

"It is a series of sales
at different dates should not be included in the same
written instrument. Especially is this true where the
written instrument has already been assigned before

subsequent items are added."

Opinions of the Attorney 1937, p. 34.

(3) It is my opinion, however, that disregarding the

of the instrument involved, the refund
down to nothing more than a loan of money on
the As a loan, it not come
within the definition of a retail instalment sale as
retail contract to sell specific goods * * *", but if it is a small
loan, it is subject to the Small Loans Act.

~ PENAL INSTITUTIONS: Sale of products of such institu-
tions, whether governed by Chapter 129 of the of
1943.

26, 1943.

Mr. R. A. Wall, Supervisor,
State Farms and Penal Industrial Sales,

141 South Meridian Street,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Dear Sir:

I am in receipt of your letter of May 22n~,
ing an opinion as to whether the provisions

Acts of 1943, applies to purchases by

request-
129,


